
SIMPLIFAI STUDIO

What is Simplifai Studio?

Simplifai Studio is a state-of-the-art AI platform for Intelligent Process Automation. The Studio 
can be used for your business to deploy process automation in daily work processes. In Simplifai 
Studio, you can configure Digital Employees, add workflows and conditions, and integrate the 
solution with your systems using API/RPA. No coding needed. 

The Studio not only enables you to configure and train your Digital Employees, but also 
facilitates managing and maintaining them efficiently. 
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A Digital Employee is a modular, off-the-shelf, customizable AI 
solution that can be used to automate your work processes. It 
understands human communication, makes decisions, and performs 
tasks. The solution can be adapted to any business or industry and 
consists of Emailbot, Documentbot, and Chatbot. The bots either can 
be used individually or combined together to form a Digital Employee. 
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Benefits of using the Simplifai Studio 

Do you want to know more?
Contact Simplifai on hello@simplifai.ai

Book a Demo Get in Touch

Learn with the Simplifai Academy
You get access to the Simplifai Academy – a instructional course designed to explain the platform 
step-by-step. Here, you can learn about Artificial Intelligence, Intelligent Process Automation 
training, and how to train and configure the bots. 
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Track performance 

Through the dashboard, you can track the 
performance of your Digital Employees. The 
dashboard displays overall traffic and gives 
you great insights about how well each task is 
performed. You can drill down in the data and 
download reports. 

Add action flows 
In Simplifai Studio, it’s easy to set up workflows 
according to your business logic. Adding rules 
and conditions are prime components of the 
action flows. Using an action flow, you can 
decide what actions the bot should execute 
and determine when they should be triggered. 
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